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Bio Publisher Introduction Our feet to have supported and carried us all our lives
walking an average of 70,000 miles in the process! This book is going to tell you all
about how to take care of your feet, common problems, and feet care. Did you
know that your feet are the key to the rest of your body? Unfortunately, we have a
tendency of neglecting our feet, although we may spend thousands in beautifying
the rest of our body. However, the poor feet are just given a cursory pedicure and
massage. And that is that, we are done with them. The ancient Egyptians, Chinese
and Indians observed that the tension in any part of the foot would be capable of
mirroring tension in a corresponding part of the body.

Headstrong
One of the Must-Read Books of 2019 According to O: The Oprah Magazine * Time *
Bustle * Electric Literature * Publishers Weekly * The Millions * The Week * Good
Housekeeping “There is more life packed on each page of Ordinary Girls than some
lives hold in a lifetime.” —Julia Alvarez In this searing memoir, Jaquira Díaz writes
fiercely and eloquently of her challenging girlhood and triumphant coming of age.
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While growing up in housing projects in Puerto Rico and Miami Beach, Díaz found
herself caught between extremes. As her family split apart and her mother battled
schizophrenia, she was supported by the love of her friends. As she longed for a
family and home, her life was upended by violence. As she celebrated her Puerto
Rican culture, she couldn’t find support for her burgeoning sexual identity. From
her own struggles with depression and sexual assault to Puerto Rico’s history of
colonialism, every page of Ordinary Girls vibrates with music and lyricism. Díaz
writes with raw and refreshing honesty, triumphantly mapping a way out of despair
toward love and hope to become her version of the girl she always wanted to be.
Reminiscent of Tara Westover’s Educated, Kiese Laymon’s Heavy, Mary Karr’s The
Liars’ Club, and Terese Marie Mailhot’s Heart Berries, Jaquira Díaz’s memoir
provides a vivid portrait of a life lived in (and beyond) the borders of Puerto Rico
and its complicated history—and reads as electrically as a novel.

Adult Coloring Book - Shoes Coloring
A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, the Tar Heel
Traveler is a celebratory look at the people and places of North Carolina. Mason is
the TV reporter—the Tar Heel Traveler—who journeys across North Carolina
profiling colorful characters and out-of-the-way places.
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Baby, I Don't Care
Who is mad? Who is sane? Who decides? Welcome to the Dorothy Fish, a hospital
in North London. N has been a patient for thirteen years. Day after day she sits
smoking in the common room and swapping medication. Like the other patients,
N's ambition is never to be discharged. Then in walks Poppy Shakespeare in a
short skirt and snakeskin heels. Poppy is certain she isn't mentally ill and
desperate to return to her life outside and, though baffled, N agrees to help her.
But in a world where everything's upside down, are they crazy enough to upset the
system?

Language, Society, and New Media
Coerced by Alexandre Drake--one of her fictional characters who has become all
too real--to attend a writer's conference, author Maggie Kelly is faced with
murderous fanatics, backstabbing colleagues, and NYPD Lieutenant Steve Wendell.
Reprint.

Italian Now! Level 1
A whimsical personal style guide for women by a celebrated style arbiter offers
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counsel on how to break free from retail-dictated choices that typically force
women to don sexually explicit or otherwise revealing garments, in a reference
that explains how to use fashion to convey one's individual mood and personality.
Reprint. 35,000 first printing.

Forged by Fire
The first in a scorching new male/male series by Elizabeth Varlet. Behind the Sassy
Boyz's seductive smiles and sinful dance moves are desires that will leave readers
breathless. Fitch Donovan never thought a lap dance could change his life, but
from the moment the gorgeous dancer's lips touch his, his world comes screeching
to a halt. No matter how hard he tries, he can't shake the desire that rocks him to
his core. He's longed for this passion all his life—he just never dreamed he'd find it
with another man. Sharing a soul-shaking kiss with a straight boy is the kind of
drama Ansel Becke just doesn't need. Spotlights aren't made for two and Ansel
prefers to keep things on a one-night-only basis. So when Fitch shows up asking for
an encore, Ansel knows he should send his gorgeous ass packing. Though Ansel
tries to pretend that what's between him and Fitch is far from fabulous, there's
something about the big, burly contractor that makes Ansel's world sparkle in a
way no amount of glitter ever could. And Fitch will do whatever it takes to convince
Ansel that when the thing you need most in the world falls right into your lap,
you'd be a fool to let it go. This book is approximately 82,000 words One-click with
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confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance
you're looking for with an HEA/HFN. It's a promise!

Project Scope Management
In a whimsical memoir, the author of Five Men Who Broke My Heart, describes how
she quit smoking after more than twenty years and eliminated other selfdestructive habits--including alcohol, dope, gum, bread, and her psychiatrist--from
her life. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.

Eight Cousins
A Seventeen.com Best YA Books of 2017 A Publishers Weekly's Best YA Book of
2017 A New York Public Library Notable Best Book for Teens 2017 A 2018 CCBC
Choices Book "Hilarious." —Publishers Weekly, starred review "Powerful messages
of inclusion and acceptance.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review Desi Lee believes
anything is possible if you have a plan. That's how she became student body
president. Varsity soccer star. And it's how she'll get into Stanford. But she's never
had a boyfriend. In fact, she's a disaster at romance, a clumsy, stammering
humiliation magnet whose botched attempts at flirting have become legendary
with her friends. So when the hottest human specimen to have ever lived walks
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into her life one day, Desi finds guidance in the Korean dramas her father has been
obsessively watching for years—where the hapless heroine always seems to end
up in the arms of her true love by episode ten. It's a simple formula, and Desi is a
quick study. Armed with her "K Drama Steps to True Love," Desi goes after the
moody, elusive artist Luca Drakos—and boat rescues, love triangles, and staged
car crashes ensue. But when the fun and games turn to true feels, Desi finds out
that real love is about way more than just drama. A Margaret Ferguson Book

I Believe in a Thing Called Love
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Semaphores and Signs
In this introduction to the semiotic theory of one of the most innovative theorists of
the twentieth century, the Russian literary scholar and semiotician Yuri Lotman,
offers a new look at Lotman's profound legacy by conceptualizing his ideas in
modern context and presenting them as a useful tool of cultural analysis.

Lighting Up
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Bickering frenemies Meg and Shar are doing some serious damage at a midnight
sample sale when they find themselves arguing over a pair of shoes—with fatal
consequences. The girls are suddenly at the mercy of Hades—god of the
underworld—who forces the teens to become Sirens, luring to the Underworld any
individual whose unholy contract is up.

Fierce & Fabulous
Why do people smoke? Taking a unique approach to this question, Jason Hughes
moves beyond the usual focus on biological addiction that dominates news
coverage and public health studies and invites us to reconsider how social and
personal understandings of smoking crucially affect the way people experience it.
Learning to Smoke examines the diverse sociological and cultural processes that
have compelled people to smoke since the practice was first introduced to the
West during the sixteenth century. Hughes traces the transformations of tobacco
and its use over time, from its role as a hallucinogen in Native American
shamanistic ritual to its use as a prophylactic against the plague and a cure for
cancer by early Europeans, and finally to the current view of smoking as a global
pandemic. He then analyzes tobacco from the perspective of the individual user,
exploring how its consumption relates to issues of identity and life changes.
Comparing sociocultural and personal experiences, Hughes ultimately asks what
the patterns of tobacco use mean for the clinical treatment of smokers and for
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public policy on smoking. Pointing the way, then, to a more learned and
sophisticated understanding of tobacco use, this study will prove to be essential
reading for anyone interested in the history of smoking and the sociology of
addiction.

Head Over High Heels
Elizabeth A. Kaye specializes in communications as part of her coaching and
consulting practice. She has edited Requirements for Certification since the
2000-01 edition.

Learning to Smoke
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their
abusive father, faces the prospect of one final confrontation before the problem
can be solved.

Of Cigarettes, High Heels, and Other Interesting Things
This is an excellent and useful introduction to basic semiotic ideas and analytical
techniques. It shows how semiotics increases the ability to know oneself.
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Let the Great World Spin
From New York Times Bestselling author Tracy Wolff and International Bestselling
author Katie Graykowski comes a sizzling tale of heartbreak, Harley-Davidsons and
high heels … Harmony Wright is a bad girl living a good girl’s life. From the time
she was born, she’s always been the good twin. The ladylike twin. The twin her
high society (or at least as high society as you can get in San Angelo, TX) mom
likes to parade in front of all her garden club friends. She’s gone along with it,
too—wearing pearls and Chanel when ripped jeans and motorcycle boots are more
her speed. But when Harmony takes off for an extended visit with her twin sister,
Lyric, she leaves her good girl persona in the dust … Dalton Mane knows what it is
to be bad and he’s more than ready for the peace that comes with living the good
life. Once the crown prince of a powerful biker gang, Bastards of Hell, he walked
away from it all when tragedy struck. Now the general manager of the Fort Worth
Wranglers, he spends his time wheeling and dealing in the sports world and all
while keeping an entire team of football players in line. When Harmony crashes
into Dalton, his tidy little life is over. Will he give up everything to keep Harmony
out of trouble?

Eccentric Glamour
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Harmony and High Heels
A 2008 Newbery Honor Book In this Newbery Honor-winning novel, Gary D.
Schmidt offers an unforgettable antihero. The Wednesday Wars is a wonderfully
witty and compelling story about a teenage boy’s mishaps and adventures over
the course of the 1967–68 school year in Long Island, New York. Meet Holling
Hoodhood, a seventh-grader at Camillo Junior High, who must spend Wednesday
afternoons with his teacher, Mrs. Baker, while the rest of the class has religious
instruction. Mrs. Baker doesn’t like Holling—he’s sure of it. Why else would she
make him read the plays of William Shakespeare outside class? But everyone has
bigger things to worry about, like Vietnam. His father wants Holling and his sister
to be on their best behavior: the success of his business depends on it. But how
can Holling stay out of trouble when he has so much to contend with? A bully
demanding cream puffs; angry rats; and a baseball hero signing autographs the
very same night Holling has to appear in a play in yellow tights! As fate sneaks up
on him again and again, Holling finds Motivation—the Big M—in the most
unexpected places and musters up the courage to embrace his destiny, in spite of
himself.

Understanding Media Semiotics
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How and when did the kiss become a vital sign of romance and love? In this wideranging book, pop culture expert Marcel Danesi takes the reader on a fascinating
journey through the history of the kiss, from poetry and painting to movies and
popular songs, and argues that its romantic incarnation signaled the birth of
popular culture.

Saving Rome
This is Leonard Pitt’s story of growing up the misfit in Detroit in the 1940s and 50s.
In a later age he would have been put on Ritalin and paraded before psychiatrists
because he couldn’t pay attention in school. In 1962, at the end of a misguided
foray towards a career in advertising he took the ultimate cure, a trip to Paris. He
thought it would only be a visit. He stayed seven years. There in the City of Light,
Leonard’s mind exploded. And it hasn’t stopped since. Studying mime with master
Etienne Decroux and living in Paris were the university he never knew. This
inspiration unleashed a voracious appetite to understand the “why” of things. He
asked a simple question, “Why did the ballet go up?” While building a theatre
career performing and teaching, he embarked on a quest to study the origins of
the ballet, the history of early American popular music, the pre-Socratic
philosophers, early modern science, the European witch hunt, the history of Paris,
and more. To his unschooled mind it all fits together. Who would see a historical
arc between Louis XIV and Elvis Presley? Leonard does. And he’ll tell you about it.
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Sirenz
Why do people routinely risk their health by smoking cigarettes? Why do some
females make walking a struggle by donning high heels? In a fully updated edition,
the author attempts to answer such questions by explaining the discipline that
endeavors to understand the human meaning quest: semiotics.

Simple Steps to Foot Pain Relief
A book about puzzling and the meaning of life

These High, Green Hills
She's a fish out of water and he's a breath of fresh air! Enjoy this sizzling romantic
comedy, perfect for fans of Sophie Kinsella and Christina Lauren! Laurel Young
needs a plan, and fast. After her reality TV boss has a major meltdown, not-sofunemployment seems inevitable--unless she can pitch the idea of a lifetime. When
she sees Flint McKay's audition tape - flanneled, handsome as hell, and building a
house with his own two hands - she knows she's found her secret weapon. The
women of America are going to love him, especially if she can convince him to try
building without the flannel shirt. Only problem is, Flint didn’t make that tape - and
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he has zero interest in trading the wilds of Western Massachussetts for the bright
lights of Hollywood. But Laurel isn’t the kind of girl to take no for an answer. Soon,
she's knee-deep in rustic charm, and getting plenty of hands-on experience. And it
turns out, this city girl and country guy may have a few things in common after all,
like crazy hot chemistry, a wild side, and a weakness for good whiskey But can
their behind-the-scenes connection last once the world falls in love with Flint? And
will this be the big break both of them need- or leave them in the dirt? Find out in
the hilarious stand-alone romantic comedy from Lila Monroe! PRAISE: "This kind of
book is the reason I read romance. It has funny and engaging characters, off the
charts chemistry, amazing love scenes, a great plot and it's set in an gorgeous
location!" Kimberly The Book Sirens "The chemistry between these two is out of
this world hot. It wraps you up in an intoxicating steam that you just can't get
enough of. As steamy as it is, it's also hilariously funny." Emily Goodman southern
Vixens Book Obsession "This book is exactly what you've come to expect from Lila
Monroe. It's full of humor, heart, and tempting encounters." Liz Castillo Liz's
Reading Life free ebook, free book, free contemporary romance, free romantic
comedy, free shopping romance, free billionaire romance, billionaire, series,
romantic comedy series, comedy, comedy series, bbw romance, funny romance,
laugh romance, modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, USA today, new york
times bestseller, free new york times bestseller, USA today bestseller, CEO
romance, office romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery shopping,
mystery shopping romance, something funny to read, lighthearted romance, light
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romance, hot romance, Lila monroe,, julia kent romance, proposal, proposal
romance, engagement, engagement romance, free ebook, freebie, free book, free
reads, free romance novel, free romance book, free billionaire book, romantic
comedy books free, romance books free, billionaire romance for adults, billionaire
romance books free, contemporary romance free, funny romance, funny romance
free, funny books free, comedy books free, rom com, hilarious, romance series,
romance series, romance books, beach reads, new adult, college, funny, female,
stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, racy,
billionaire romance free, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love
books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance,
romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes,
sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, free comedy, free read, free book Perfect for readers of Emma Chase,
Penny Reid, Lauren Blakely, Sally Thorne, Susan Elizabeth Phillips, Kendall Ryan,
Kristan Higgins, Kendall Ryan, Jasmine Guilleroy, Helena Hunting, Sophie Kinsella
and Alice Clayton.

The Texture of Culture
In 1974 Manhattan, a radical young Irish monk struggles with personal demons
while making his home among Bronx prostitutes, a group of mothers shares grief
over their lost Vietnam soldier sons, and a young grandmother attempts to prove
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her worth.

Messages, Signs, and Meanings
Join #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon on a trip to Mitford—a
southern village of local characters so heartwarming and hilarious you'll wish you
lived right next door. At last, Mitford's rector and lifelong bachelor, Father Tim, has
married his talented and vivacious neighbor, Cynthia. Now, of course, they must
face love's challenges: new sleeping arrangements for Father Tim's sofa-sized dog,
Cynthia's urge to decorate the rectory Italian-villa-style, and the growing pains of
the thrown-away boy who's become like a son to the rector. Add a life-changing
camping trip, the arrival of the town's first policewoman, and a new computer that
requires the patience of a saint, and you know you're in for another engrossing
visit to Mitford—the little town that readers everywhere love to call home.

A Woman's Guide to Cannabis
Orphaned Rose Campbell finds it difficult to fit in when she goes to live with her six
aunts and seven mischievous boy cousins.

Ordinary Girls
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Media semiotics is a valuable method of focusing on the hidden meanings within
media texts. This new edition brings Understanding Media Semiotics fully up to
date and is written for students of the media, of linguistics and those interested in
studying the ever-changing media in more detail. Offering an in-depth guide to
help students investigate and understand the media using semiotic theory, this
book assumes little previous knowledge of semiotics or linguistics, avoiding jargon
and explaining the issues step by step. With in-depth case studies, practical
accounts and directed further reading, Understanding Media Semiotics provides
students with all the tools they need to understand semiotic analysis in the context
of the media. Semiotic analysis is sometimes seen as complicated and difficult to
understand; Marcel Danesi shows that on the contrary it can be readily understood
and can greatly enrich students' understanding of media texts, from print media
right through to the internet and apps.

The Puzzle Instinct
A woman’s handbook to demystifying the world of weed, whether it’s being used
for pain relief, a moment of calm, or a fit of giggles. Women of all ages are using
cannabis to feel and look better. For rookies and experienced marijuana users
alike, this lively, information-filled book is just the supportive guide you need to
find the right dose to relieve anxiety, depression, and inflammation, and mitigate
the onset of dementia and other signs of aging. Plus boost moods, ease aches,
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even lose weight, and get restful sleep. And a dose just for fun? Well, that works,
too! Here’s how to navigate the typical dispensary, with its overwhelming options
of concentrates, edibles, vape pens, and tinctures. Understand the amazing healthgiving compounds found in cannabis—THC, CBD, terpenes, and more—and how to
use topicals to reduce pain and give your skin a healthy glow. There’s even advice
on how not to get high but still reap all the amazing health benefits. Plus over
twenty recipes, from edibles like Classic Pot Brownies and Netflix and Chill
Caramels to self-care products like Radiant Glow Serum and Happy Body Bar.

Det Kvindelige Ideal
Women Coloring Book Featuring High Heels and Vintage Shoes Coloring Collection
- Stress Relieving Coloring Page for Relaxation and Boost Creativity ✓ ARTISTIC
AND CREATIVE IMAGES: Our Fabulous shoescoloring books for adults containHigh
Heels and Vintage Shoes Coloring Collection Coloring Book. Enjoy and have fun
with a very happy and addictive way to relieve stress and get creative! ✓
FEATURES SINGLE-SIDED PAGES Our 25 Fabulous shoes coloring books for grownups feature up to 25 image drawings on single-sided pages to allow you to have
more color variation for the same image. Image is placed on a black-backed page
to avoid the occurrence of coloring bleeding in your paintings. ✓ DOUBLE-IMAGES:
Double-image allows you to color your favourite image twice in various colors or, it
makes an extra copy in case you make a coloring mistake. ✓ MAKES THE PERFECT
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GIFT: Our coloring book for adults makes the perfect gift for anyone who loves
Coloring Book. Surprise them with our coloring book and coloring pens to make
their day, and they would be delighted to receive your gift! ✓ SUITABLE FOR
ADULTS AND TEENAGERS: Whether you are anamateur or an expert, ourHigh Heels
and Vintage Shoes Coloring Collection Coloring Book allows you to explore your
artistic side to color your book in any way you want. The book contains various
shoes-inspired images that enable you to unlock your potential and it is perfect for
anyone with any skills level. Product description: Our Easy and Simple
BeautifulHigh Heels and Vintage Shoes Coloring Collection Coloring Book in
Mandala style coloring is suitable for adults of all ages and skill levels. The booklet
contains 25 images for you to add color to it. Take out your artistic kit and
manoeuvre the colors to make your art masterpiece fun and colorful. The images
are printed on a single-page to avoid the bleeding of color and double-images
allow you to color the same image in two different creative ways! The shoesthemedcoloring books for adults containHigh Heels and Vintage Shoes Coloring
Collection . If you love Mandala Coloring you would adore this shoe coloring book.
We have used a combination of different patterns elements on a page to allow you
to explore your creative and artistic side!

Of Cigarettes, High Heels, and Other Interesting Things
Don’t just treat your foot pain—strengthen your feet to prevent it. Back with an
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expanded edition of her popular book Every Woman’s Guide to Foot Pain Relief,
biomechanist Katy Bowman has created a new version for both men and women in
all walks of life. With updated material and new visuals that illustrate exactly how
to strengthen and mobilize your feet, Simple Steps to Foot Pain Relief will show you
how to change the way you move your body to prevent pain, heal your feet, and
halt damage to the rest of your body. Bowman’s simple, accessible, innovative
program will help you naturally address lower-leg and foot issues such as: Hammertoes - Bunions - Plantar fasciitis - Poor posture and alignment Bowman
walks you gently through exercises to strengthen your feet, what shoes you should
(and should not) be wearing, and how these choices affect your overall foot—and
whole-body!—health. Simple Steps to Foot Pain Relief will teach you how healthy
feet work optimally and help you put your best foot forward on the path toward
moving with greater ease.

The End of Illness
Messages, Signs, and Meanings can be used directly in introductory courses in
semiotics, communications, media, or culture studies. Additionally, it can be used
as a complementary or supplementary text in courses dealing with cognate areas
of investigation (psychology, mythology, education, literary studies, anthropology,
linguistics). The text builds upon what readers already know intuitively about signs,
and then leads them to think critically about the world in which they live - a world
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saturated with images of all kinds that a basic knowledge of semiotics can help
filter and deconstruct. The text also provides opportunities for readers to do
"hands-on" semiotics through the exercises and questions for discussion that
accompany each chapter. Biographical sketches of the major figures in the field
are also included, as is a convenient glossary of technical terms. The overall plan
of the book is to illustrate how message-making and meaning-making can be
studied from the specific vantage point of the discipline of semiotics. This third
edition also includes updated discussions of information technology throughout,
focusing especially on how meanings are now negotiated through such channels as
websites, chat rooms, and instant messages.

My Brain on Fire
This book presents an interdisciplinary approach to the scientific study of the
relation between language and society, language and culture, language and mind.
It integrates frameworks from sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology and
emerging strands of research on language and new media, in order to demonstrate
how language undergirds human thought and social behaviors. It is designed as an
introductory textbook aimed at students with little to no background in linguistics.
Each chapter covers the main aspects of a particular topic or area of study, while
also presenting future avenues of study. This edition includes discussions on: ●
social media and the creation of identity; ● gestural communication; ● emoji
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writing; ● multimodality; ● human-computer interaction. Discussions are
supported by a wealth of pedagogical features, including sidebars, as well as
activities, assignments, and a glossary at the back. The overall aim is to
demonstrate the dynamic connections between language, society, thought, and
culture, and how they continue to evolve in today’s rapidly changing digital world.
It is ideal for students in introductory courses in sociolinguistics, language and
culture, and linguistic anthropology.

The Wednesday Wars
A playful collection of poems reconfiguring iconic dialogue from classic American
films to upend notions of love, wealth, gender, and consumption.

Poppy Shakespeare
“A haunting peek at the life of a teenage girl in 1950s New
Orleans.”--Entertainment Weekly It’s 1950, and as the French Quarter of New
Orleans simmers with secrets, seventeen-year-old Josie Moraine is silently stirring a
pot of her own. Known among locals as the daughter of a brothel prostitute, Josie
wants more out of life than the Big Easy has to offer. She devises a plan get out,
but a mysterious death in the Quarter leaves Josie tangled in an investigation that
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will challenge her allegiance to her mother, her conscience, and Willie Woodley,
the brusque madam on Conti Street. Josie is caught between the dream of an elite
college and a clandestine underworld. New Orleans lures her in her quest for truth,
dangling temptation at every turn, and escalating to the ultimate test. With
characters as captivating as those in her internationally bestselling novel Between
Shades of Gray, Ruta Sepetys skillfully creates a rich story of secrets, lies, and the
haunting reminder that decisions can shape our destiny.

The Pioneer Woman
Incomplete or missed requirements, omissions, ambiguous product features, lack
of user involvement, unrealistic customer expectations, and the proverbial scope
creep can result in cost overruns, missed deadlines, poor product quality, and can
very well ruin a project. Project Scope Management: A Practical Guide to
Requirements for Engineering, Product, Construction, IT and Enterprise Projects
describes how to elicit, document, and manage requirements to control project
scope creep. It also explains how to manage project stakeholders to minimize the
risk of an ever-growing list of user requirements. The book begins by discussing
how to collect project requirements and define the project scope. Next, it considers
the creation of work breakdown structures and examines the verification and
control of the scope. Most of the book is dedicated to explaining how to collect
requirements and how to define product and project scope inasmuch as they
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represent the bulk of the project scope management work undertaken on any
project regardless of the industry or the nature of the work involved. The book
maintains a focus on practical and sensible tools and techniques rather than
academic theories. It examines five different projects and traces their development
from a project scope management perspective—from project initiation to the end
of the execution and control phases. The types of projects considered include CRM
system implementation, mobile number portability, port upgrade, energy-efficient
house design, and airport check-in kiosk software. After reading this book, you will
learn how to create project charters, high-level scope, detailed requirements
specifications, requirements management plans, traceability matrices, and a work
breakdown structure for the projects covered.

Out of The Easy
Fifty-two inspiring and insightful profiles of history’s brightest female scientists.
“Rachel Swaby’s no-nonsense and needed Headstrong dynamically profiles
historically overlooked female visionaries in science, technology, engineering, and
math.”—Elle In 2013, the New York Times published an obituary for Yvonne Brill. It
began: “She made a mean beef stroganoff, followed her husband from job to job,
and took eight years off from work to raise three children.” It wasn’t until the
second paragraph that readers discovered why the Times had devoted several
hundred words to her life: Brill was a brilliant rocket scientist who invented a
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propulsion system to keep communications satellites in orbit, and had recently
been awarded the National Medal of Technology and Innovation. Among the
questions the obituary—and consequent outcry—prompted were, Who are the role
models for today’s female scientists, and where can we find the stories that cast
them in their true light? Headstrong delivers a powerful, global, and engaging
response. Covering Nobel Prize winners and major innovators, as well as lesserknown but hugely significant scientists who influence our every day, Rachel
Swaby’s vibrant profiles span centuries of courageous thinkers and illustrate how
each one’s ideas developed, from their first moment of scientific engagement
through the research and discovery for which they’re best known. This fascinating
tour reveals 52 women at their best—while encouraging and inspiring a new
generation of girls to put on their lab coats.

Maggie by the Book
In her debut collection, Rome-based writer and correspondent Megan K. Williams
serves up the Eternal City as you've never seen it before, turning an insider's eye
on the love, mystery and unholy chaos of Rome. In nine funny and insightful
stories, Williams delves into the lives of women searching for meaning (and
survival) in an ancient metropolis awhirl in honking Fiats, smouldering cigarettes
and teetering high heels. Piercing, quirky, hilarious and heartbreaking, Saving
Rome's women are trapped in a new-millennium Roman circus sideshow. One
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follows her husband to Italy only to become obsessed with an eccentric pet-shop
owner. Another, a rattled mother, gives a carabiniere officer the finger over a
parking dispute, and is horrified when he trails her home. Not to mention the jilted
innamorata who pushes her tour-guide host to the thin edge of sanity.

The History of the Kiss!
Challenges popular conceptions to outline new methods for promoting wellness
and longevity, arguing that traditional medicine has not been successful in treating
serious illness while urging readers to embrace a systemic understanding of the
body that incorporates the use of revolutionary technologies.

Foot Care - Caring for Your Feet - Heart and "Sole"
New York Times Bestseller Wildly popular award-winning blogger, accidental ranch
wife, and #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Pioneer Woman Cooks, Ree
Drummond (aka The Pioneer Woman) tells the true story of her storybook romance
that led her from the Los Angeles glitter to a cattle ranch in rural Oklahoma, and
into the arms of her real-life Marlboro Man.
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